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Every child has the
right to learn in a
safe environment
where they are
both supported and
challenged.

Join us at this year’s Cambridge
Experience as Phil Dexter opens
up the doors of One Classroom for
All – the importance of managing
feelings in the classroom, how we
can measure progress rather than
performance, and considering
different approaches to dealing with
special educational needs that can
cause obstacles to learning.
Mark Meredith will continue the
morning looking at the theme
of Influencers - teachers will be

Saturday, 9th
March 2019
9:30 - 9:50

Registration

9:50 - 10:00

Introduction and welcome

10:00 - 11:00

One Classroom for All
by Phil Dexter

11:00 - 11:15

The Cambridge Mission

11:15 - 11:45

Coffee break

11:45 - 12:45

Positive Influence
by Mark Meredith

12:45 - 13:45	Support, Challenge and
Choice
by Alexandra Purcell
13:45

Raffle

Come and join us!
We’ll be having a prize draw,
so if you’re lucky you could
win a 300€ voucher for
Cambridge books!

encouraged to consider their own
circle of influence and the impact of
social media on today's education.
Alexandra Purcell will also
demonstrate some key strategies
and practical ideas to help create a
diverse and differentiated inclusive
environment, both in and out of the
classroom, working with familiar
classroom and assessment material.

Speakers
Phil Dexter
Phil has worked in English language and
education for over thirty years mainly for the
British Council. Phil has recently supported
inclusive education projects in Africa, Latin
America and Europe, has a Master’s in English
language studies from the University of
Newcastle upon Tyne and a Diploma in special
educational needs. He was awarded an MBE in
2017 for his work in inclusive education.
Mark Meredith
Mark began teaching English in Spain in 2010.
He holds a Trinity DipTesol and is currently
a Teacher Trainer for Cambridge University
Press Iberia. Since arriving in Spain he has
taught primary and secondary students, future
university students on pre-sessional courses
and has run a variety of professional English
courses for adults.
Alexandra Purcell
Alexandra has been working in ELT since 2005.
Since moving to Spain in 2009 she has taught
classes of all ages and levels. She has designed
and delivered training courses aimed at teachers
in the bilingual system, and has written course
book materials for Primary levels. She is DELTA
qualified and particularly enjoys helping
teachers prepare their students for exams.
Alexandra now works as a Teacher Trainer for
Cambridge University Press Iberia.

